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Personnel
Joshua Gold, Ph.D., principal investigator (------ effort for five years). The percent effort reflects the fact that
the proposed investigations will be the primary focus of our new laboratory, and the PI will play a central role
in carrying them out. His roles will include helping to design and perform key experiments, analyze data, and
prepare manuscripts.
In addition, because this is a new laboratory without an existing infrastructure or
established personnel, the PI will be solely responsible for training and supervising all new lab members and
will be heavily involved in setting up a new rig and developing analysis software.
--------- ------------- graduate student (------- effort for four years), will have primary responsibility for the
experiments in Aim #1 and will collaborate with ---- ----- on the experiments in Aim #2. ---- ----------- is now in
his first semester in the laboratory and is helping to develop computational
tools to analyze evoked-saccade
deviation data that will be obtained in Aim #2. He has also observed training sessions and is learning how to
handle the monkeys.
monkeys, conducting

---- ----------- will contribute to all aspects of the investigations,
including training the
electrophysiological
experiments, analyzing data, and preparing the manuscript(s).

---------- ------ graduate student (------- effort for five years), will collaborate with ---- ------------ on the
experiments in Aim #2 and will have primary responsibility for the experiments in Aim #3. He is in his second
semester in the laboratory and has helped to develop the computational
tools for analyzing performance (in
particular, methods for quantifying how multiple factors influence the decision). He also has observed
training sessions and is learning how to handle the monkeys. He has one more year of funding from the
graduate program and will spend that year finishing required coursework and, in the lab, analyzing
performance data from the training sessions in Aim #1 using the computational
tools he has developed. -------- will then join the experiments in Aim #2 and finally will conduct the LIP recording experiments, analyze
the data, and prepare the manuscripts.
------ ----------- research specialist B ------- effort for five years), has primary responsibility for the daily care of
the monkeys, which includes providing food, water, and enrichment; checking on their -------- ----- -- ell being;
and performing routine cleaning and maintenance of the surgical implants. In addition, ---- ---------- will assist
in setting up for surgical procedures and daily experimental sessions. Additional duties include record
keeping, lab organization, ordering, filing, and general lab upkeep. Because the laboratory is not part of an
extensive primate facility that might otherwise provide many of these services (no other labs in the
department use primates), and because of her experience and expertise with the monkeys, ---- -----------contributions will be indispensible for the success of the proposed projects.

Consortium

Fee (SBIR/STTR Only)
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RESOURCES
FACILITIES: Specify the facilities to be used for the conduct of the proposed research. Indicate the performance sites and describe capacities,
pertinent capabilities, relative proximity, and extent of availability to the project. Under "Other," identify support services such as machine shop,
electronics shop, and specify the extent to which they will be available to the project. Use continuation pages if necessary.
Laboratory:

-1000 square feet of laboratory space in the University of Pennsylvania Medical School will be devoted to this project.
Approximately half of that space includes a computer room for data analysis, desks for laboratory personnel, and the
Pl's office. The other half is located -- --- ------------ ----------- and contains the rigs for psychophysical and
electrophysiological experiments. That space is located within a secure primate facility where housing and surgical
facilities are available.
Clinical:

N/A
Animal:

University Laboratory Animal Resources (ULAR) at the University of Pennsylvania provide the facilities and the
husbandry and veterinary staff to house and care for the primates that will be used in this study. We currenty have three
monkeys and will purchase three more midway through the study.
Computer:

Both laboratory spaces - the office space and the experimental space - have a series of networked computers that
serve a variety of functions. In the office space, a Dell workstation acts as a data server and primary analysis machine.
In addition, three macintosh computers - a PowerBook G4 portable computer and two PowerMac G4 desktop
computers - are available for data analysis, literature search, and figure and manuscript preparation. These computers
have network access to computers in the experimental space. These computers include a PowerBook G4 desktop and
a Xeon PC that are part of the experimental rig, and a Dell desktop PC that is used for both data acquisition and data
analysis.
Office:

The principle investigator has a separate office (-100 square feet) that is part of the office space. All other personnel
share -80 square feet of office space ------------ -- ---- ----- -------Other:

There is a machine shop with two expert machinists who are available to create, modify, or repair equipment for the
project. The department administrative staff is available to help with secretarial chores. The department also sponsors a
mentoring program that makes it easy for the PI to seek advice from senior faculty members on all aspects of running a
successful laboratory.
MAJOR EQUIPMENT:

List the most important equipment items already available for this project, noting the location and pertinent capabilities of each.

There is one experimental rig that is set up and fully available for this project. The rig consists of a sound attenuated
chamber where the monkey sits during the experiment (Acoustic Systems, Inc.), an eye coil system (CNC Engineering),
a custom-build reward-delivery system, a PC running REX software from the NIH that communicates directly to a
Macintosh G4 workstation running MATLAB that is used to generate the visual display, one three-channel and one fivechannel "system-Eckhorn mini" electrode manipulator for multi-channel recordings (Thomas Recording, Inc.), and a
Plexon Multichannel Acquisition Processor (MAP) system (Plexon, Inc.) for data acquisition and processing. We will
build a second rig with similar equipment (the sound chamber and eye coil system are already in place) after the Aim #1
experiments are underway. In addition, we have cages for four animals and two monkey chairs. We also have access to
a 1.5T Siemens magnetic resonance imaging scanner maintained by the Department of Radiology in the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine that is located -- --- ----------- ----------- to be used for visualizing the recording
cylinders post-operatively.
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Aims

Our long-term goal is to understand how experience
shapes the neural mechanisms
of
visual perception. The proposed studies will examine neural changes that result from training on
a visual-discrimination
task. The task requires monkeys to decide the direction of motion of a
visual stimulus and respond with an eye movement. After learning how to perform the task,
months of training cause long-lasting
improvements
in ability that include decreases
in the
amount of motion strength and viewing time needed to maintain a threshold level of accuracy.
Little is known about changes in the properties of motion-sensitive
sensory neurons that might
underlie these perceptual gains. Nothing is known about changes in how the brain reads out
these sensory signals that might also occur. The proposed experiments
will identify changes in
both the quality
of the sensory
representation
and the brain's ability to read out that
representation
as performance improves with training.
The motion information
used to solve the task is represented
by neurons in the middle
temporal area (MT). Our first Aim tests the hypothesis that performance gains involve changes
in the sensitivity of these neurons to weak motion signals:
Aim #1: Quantify
changes
in the
improvements
in performance.

sensitivity

of neurons

We will use multiple electrodes to record responses
before, during, and after training.

in area

MT that

accompany

of MT neurons to the motion stimulus

The sensory representation
must be interpreted to form a categorical direction decision.
In a trained monkey, this interpretation
involves the efficient accumulation
(i.e., integration) over
time of motion information from MT. This accumulation
is evident in commands to generate the
behavioral response. Our second Aim tests the hypothesis that improved performance
involves
improved efficiency of this accumulation
process:
Aim #2: Determine
how the accumulation
of motion
information
that is evident
in
oculomotor

commands

evolves

with training.

We will use electrical microstimulation
of the frontal eye field to evoke eye movements
that
reflect developing oculomotor commands. We will test whether these commands build up during
motion viewing in a manner that, with training, more closely approximates
an integration
of
signals from sensory cortex.
Changes in the oculomotor commands would suggest that neurons involved in preparing
eye movements become increasingly
efficient at interpreting motion information. Alternatively,
neurons that interpret motion information
might become increasingly
involved in preparing the
eye-movement
response.
Finding neurons
with these properties
is a first step towards
identifying the site(s) of plasticity responsible for changes in how the decision is formed. Our
third Aim tests the hypothesis that both kinds of neurons will be found in the lateral intraparietal
area (LIP), which receives direct input from MT, plays a variety of roles in linking visual input to
oculomotor output, and represents formation of the direction decision in a trained monkey:
Aim #3: Measure how the representation
in LIP evolves with training.

of decision

formation

and response

preparation

We will use multiple electrodes to record LIP responses during decision formation over the
course of training. The results will begin to identify how and where in the brain training exerts it
influence on individual neurons to shape the interpretation of sensory stimuli to guide behavior.
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significance

It has been recognized
for over 100 years that training
can cause long-lasting
improvements
in the ability to detect, discriminate, or identify visual stimuli (reviewed in Gibson,
1991; Goldstone,
1998). For example, training can improve the ability to perceive differences
in
visual gratings, textures, the offsets of two lines, stimulus orientation,
and motion direction
(McKee and Westheimer,
1978; Fiorentini and Berardi, 1980, 1981; Ball and Sekuler, 1982;
Mayer, 1983; Vogels and Orban, 1985; Ball and Sekuler, t987; Berardi and Fiorentini,
1987;
Karni and Sagi, 1991; Shiu and Pashler, 1992; Fahle and Edelman, 1993; Karni and Sagi, 1993;
Watanabe et al., 2002). The prevalence of this phenomenon implies that plasticity - long-lasting
changes in neural circuits that result from their history of activation (Konorski, 1948; Hebb,
1949) - is a central feature of normally functioning cortex, even in adults (Karni and Bertini,
1997; Buonomano
and Merzenich,
1998; Gilbert et at., 2001). However, our understanding
of
the plasticity that underlies
improved perceptual
performance
is incomplete.
Past studies
focused on plasticity in the sensory representation,
but learning can, in principle, affect any of
the series of processing stages between sensation and action that are required for performance
(Graham, 1989). Therefore, to study learning it is helpful to exploit a system in which many of
the relevant processing
stages are at least partially understood.
Recent work has begun to
identify the neural substrates of
What changes
perceptual
performance
for
Function
Neural substrate
with training?
tasks involving decisions about
the direction
of moving visual
Represent motion
stimuli (Parker and Newsome,
MT
Aim #1
information
1998). This work has shown
how motion
information
is
represented
in visual cortex
Aim #2
and how that information
is
Accumulate
into a
interpreted
to instruct an eyemovement
response
(Albright
and
Stoner,
1995;
Orban,
1997;
Gold
and
Shadlen,
2001, 2002; Britten, 2003). We
propose
to
investigate
changes in these mechanisms
that accompany
perceptual
learning
(Fig.
1).
These
investigations
will help us to
achieve our long-term goal of
understanding
how experience
shapes the mechanisms
that
give rise to visual perception.

direction

decision

LIP

and prepare eye
movement

Aim#3

Figure 1. Overview. Several mechanisms underlie performance
on a direction-discrimination task (see Fig. 2). Motion information
is represented in regions of extrastriate visual cortex, including the
middle temporal area (MT). This information is accumulated over
time into a direction decision by circuits that prepare the behavioral
response, including the lateral intraparietal area (LIP). We will
study changes in these mechanisms that accompany perceptual
learning. Aim #1 examines the sensory representation.
Aim _2
examines
the transformation
of sensory
information
into
oculomotor commands. Aim _3 examines neurons that contribute
to this transformation.

Background: Perceptual learning
Perceptual learning is likely to involve plasticity in early stages of visual processing.
For
many tasks, improvements
in performance are specific to the stimulus configuration
used during
training, including stimulus location and orientation (Ramachandran
and Braddick, 1973; McKee
and Westheimer,
1978; Fiorentini and Berardi, 1980, 1981; Ball and Sekuler, 1987; Berardi and
Fiorentini,
1987; Westheimer
and Truong, 1988; Karni and Sagi, 1991; Poggio et al., 1992;
Fahle and Edelman, 1993; Schoups et al., 1995; Ahissar and Hochstein, 1996; Crist et al., 1997;
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et al., 2001).

plasticity
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specificities
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Gold, Joshua,

first, middle):

These

early

results

visual

and Sagi,

have

areas

1991;

lan
often

(primary

Gilbert,

been

visual

1994;

used

to

cortex

Karni

in

and Bertini,

1997); but for counterarguments,
see (Mollon and Danilova,
1996; Liu and Weinshall,
2000). In
fact, studies that combine
electrophysiology
and behavior
in monkeys
and imaging and behavior
in humans

have

identified

changes

in early

learning (Zohary
et al., 1994b; Vaina
et al., 2001; Schwartz
et al., 2002).
Perceptual

learning

high-level

changes

changes,

like improvements

1991;

Sagi

and

is also

in perceptual

Tanne,

play a substantial

likely

in strategy

can

rote in perceptual

plasticity

seem

to involve

a top-down

For example,

influence

stages

suggest

of strategy,

neural

plasticity

but rather

plasticity

of basic

at an intermediate

association

was

improved
seemed

reached

performance
likely

for

monkeys

that

did not correspond

to involve

changes

on the responses

visual

level

the early

tasks

of neurons

channels,

requires

1998; Ito and Gilbert,
"perceptual
learning

inputs

an

to decision"

(Dosher

at all and instead
is
behavior.
A similar

orientation-discrimination

at the level of early
visual

adjustments

representation

visual
is read

task:

cortex
out

and thus
(Ghose

al., 2002).
To date, however,
these kinds of contributions
to perceptual
learning
have
difficult to assess,
because
in most cases the underlying
neural circuits
are not sufficiently
understood.
Motion

perception

Our proposed
direction-discrimination
in humans

neural

basis

Ward,
Blake

and

monkeys

of motion

1995;

Orban,

task requires
the
about the direction
most

Targets

studies

decision

to investigate

perception

1997;

an

eye

choice
motion,

targets:
to the
to the left target

feature

of this task

be manipulated
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v

I
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(Morgan

_.,

e

p

' A

and
1992;
1995;

2003).

to indicate

At high motion
strengths,
msec
of motion
viewing
accuracy.
threshold

been
well

I 1

on

I
Jo

Fixation

The

subject
to make
a decision
of random-dot
motion and, for

in monkeys,

with

Fixation

investigations
will use a
task (Fig. 2) that has been

1980;
Watamaniuk
and Sekuler,
and Hiris, 1993; Albright
and Stoner,

Braddick,

et

Eyemovement

Background:

used

can

in the visual

nor cognitive

of weighting

performed

to changes

in how

(Hall,

of plasticity

on many

and Lu, 1999); that is, plasticity
may not occur in the sensory representation
found only in the circuits
that interpret
the sensory
representation
to guide
conclusion

Such

high-level

and Hochstein,
1993; Fahle and Harris,
can be affected
by learning
(Ito et al.,

that acts

at the level

other

kind

pathway
but originates
at higher levels of processing
(Herzog
and Fahle,
1999; Ahissar
and Hochstein,
2000).
Moreover,
for certain
visual tasks,
may not reflect

Schoups

of processing.
from

this

improvement

perceptual

et al., 2001;

to distinguish

studies

task-specific
attention
(Shiu and Pashler,
1992; Ahissar
1998). These
attention
mechanisms,
which themselves
1998),

in later

accompany

Crist

a new stimulus-response

several

learning.

that

et al., 1999;

be difficult

or learning

Nevertheless,

processing

Schlitz

to involve

processing

1994).

visual

et al., 1998;

point
Targets
Motion

Eye position

J

t

i
J
--_

-!.
f

Time

the direction
to one

of two

Figure 2. Direction-discrimination
task.
The monkey fixates, then two choice targets

for rightward
motion. A key
or difficulty

the strength

appear along the axis of motion. After a
delay,
the motion
stimulus
appears
and
remains
on for a variable
duration.
At

can

of motion.

fixation-point
offset, the monkey indicates
direction decision with an eye movement

subjects
need <400
to achieve
-100%

its
to

one of the two targets and is rewarded for
choosing the target in the direction of motion.

near
psychophysical
as the motion strength
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(Last, first,
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thresholds

weeks.

improvements

These

decrease

can last for months
after
Sekuler,
1987; Watanabe
of training,
measured

from

that they

over

must

Gold

improves

levels

learning

1992;

with

the

two critical
stages

stages

These

detection
between

theory (Watd, 1947;
sensory
processing

rule for reading

are described

signal

discrimination

task,

(see

Fig.

noise).

(setting

This scheme

for the trade-off

Gold and Shadlen,
identify
changes
1).

Aim

days

or
and

that time (Ball and
occur over months
levels

that

that govern

framework

humans,

association

derived

rival

those

performance

largely

a criterion

value

from

can account

on accumulated

for performance

1960; Audley and Pike, 1965; Link and Heath, 1975;
Rouder,
1998;
Usher
and McClelland,
2001).
For

it can account

(Shadlen
et al., 1996;
Our Aims will

identified

For

2000;

of several

the stimulus-response

been

by a quantitative

representation

from

tasks (Stone,
Ratcliff
and

have

for over

Shadlen,

training.

course

details),

on
signal

Green and Swets, 1966; Balakrishnan
et al., 2002), distinguishing
(a noisy representation
of the sensory
stimulus)
and a decision

out the sensory

to distinguish

of perceptual
Luce,
1986;

of processing

for

interpret

and

training,
even without
extensive
practice
during
et al., 2002). For monkeys,
similar improvements

the task.

scheme

Methods

and

corresponding
to a steady decline
in threshold
to asymptotic
for humans
(Britten et al., 1992; Gold and Shadlen,
2003).

At least

activity

Jan

Design

signals

task

to asymptotic

are distinct

Gold, Joshua,

Sekuler,

and Shadlen,
2002).
Performance
on the direction-discrimination

discrimination

middle):

4 in Research

2001,
in the

#1 examines

the

between

2002; Roitman
mechanisms
sensory

motion

strength

and Shadlen,
that underlie

representation.

sensory

on a variety
Vickers,
1979;
the direction-

and viewing

time

2002).
this computational
Does

training

cause

improvements
in signal versus noise in the populations
of neurons
that represent
the motion
information
used to solve the task? Aims #2 and #3 examine
the mechanisms
that read out this
sensory

representation

to form

the

decision.

In a trained

monkey,

the

read-out

efficient
accumulation
over time - a rapid build-up for strong motion, slower
that is represented
in the circuits that prepare the eye-movement
response.
this accumulation

process

Aim #1: Plasticity
Our
first

in the sensory
representation
Aim
is to determine
whether

improved

(Aim #2)? What

performance

on

the

are the underlying

MT

in

information
80% of MT
and

are

monkeys

represent

direction-

the

Vl

motion

used to perform the task (Fig. 3). Over
neurons are tuned for motion direction

organized

with

respect

to their

direction

tuning (AIIman and Kaas, 1971; Dubner
and Zeki,
1971; Zeki, 1974; Baker et al., 1981; Van Essen et
al., 1981;
1984;

Desimone

al., t986).
(Britten
disrupt

Maunsell

and Van

Essen,

and Ungerleider,

Their

activity

et al., 1992).
performance

microstimulation

of

predicts

Inactivation
(Newsome
MT

can

1983;
t986;

Albright,

Tanaka

et

task performance
or lesions
and Pare,

influence

V2

(Rev.

05/01)

(Aim #3)?

Page

VIP
MST

/

Figure 3. Motion pathway. Several brain
areas that process motion information are
reciprocally connected in a rough hierarchy
that starts in primary visual cortex (V1) and
progresses
to areas MT and MST and
beyond to the parietal cortex (e.g., VIP).
We will record from neurons in MT, whose
activity
corresponds
closely
performance
on the task. Adapted
(Merigan and Maunsell, 1993).

of MT
1988; Pasternak

performance

an

V3

\

and

(Salzman

Newsome,
1994). Imaging studies suggest that MT has a homologue
serve the same functions
(Huk et al., 2002; Huk and Heeger,
2002).
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superior
However,
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self movement

and

is not

Director (Last, first, middle):

temporal

area

is thought

(Bradley

likely

to

(MST),

to be more

et al., 1996;

provide

insights

Therefore,
we will focus on MT
of the motion stimulus
in sensory

will

examine

changes

In a trained

in the

monkey,

many

Gold, Joshua,

as well
Duffy

for

this

involved

individual

1997;

beyond

how

those

are

as

sensitive

perceptual
threshold

sensitivity
to the motion stimulus
during daily
over a few hundred
trials).
These
perceptual

short-term

improvements

course

(Zohary

et

in neuronal

al.,

1994b).

sensitivity
Our

that

Before

and after

encounter

training,

(e.g.,

multiple
sessions

we will use stimuli

receptive

field

location

electrodes
to maximize
that match the training

in neural

sensitivity

properties
perhaps

likely

similar

indicate
unlikely

their

in
by

in both

determine
before,

the tuning

magnitude
whether

during,

properties

direction).

During

and

time

longer-term

and after

training.

of the neurons
training,

we

we will

use

stimulus?

2) Are the changes

specific

to neurons

tuned

to the

stimulus?
that

long-term

in magnitude

changes

in the

to the short-term

plasticity
at or before
that these
changes

performance.

match

is,

training
sessions
(-20%
decrease
improvements
are accompanied

stimulus

preferred

(that

our ability to find neurons
with similar tuning properties
across
stimulus.
We will test: 1) Does training induce lasting changes

to the motion

of the training

It seems

that

and

motion
is
in

will

improvements
in neuronal
sensitivity
occur, as well.
We will record neural responses
to the motion

by
the

This sensitivity
improvements

are similar

experiments

Van

shape

to weak

discrimination
thresholds
are as low) as the monkey itself (Britten et al., 1992).
not an immutable
property
of these neurons.
Monkeys
experience
short-term

flow"

and

provided

can

neurons

t994

"optic

Britten

experience

MT

neurons

Newsome,

in processing

study

of individual
MT

and

and Wurtz,

to understand
cortex.

sensitivity

lan

(Celebrini

sensitivity

changes

of MT

(Zohary

neurons

et al.,

1994b).

the level of these areas in the motion pathway.
will be sufficient
to account
for long-term

In an untrained

monkey

that

is either

fully

anesthetized

will

be found,

If so,

it would

However,
it seems
improvements
in

(J.A.

Movshon,

personal

communication)
or awake
(Zohary
and Newsome,
1994), at least some MT neurons
are as
sensitive
to weak motion stimuli as in a trained monkey.
Thus, learning
is likely also to require
changes
in how this motion
in Aims #2 and #3.
Aim

#2: Plasticity
Our

response.
(e.g.,
-

in oculomotor

second

Aim

In a monkey

a rightward

Shadlen,

2001,

processing:

over

How
motion

formation

of motion

in circuits

its direction

for rightward

will be examined

information

that

decision

motion),

of information

of a sensory

that prepare

Murata

Colby

training
One

changes

in detail

with

prepare

the

a specific

eye

the computations
from

sensory

that form

cortex

-

are

behavioral
movement
the decision

represented

appears

stimulus

the action

to be a general

instructs

(Taira

a specific

et al., 1990;

Gnadt

principle

et al., 1997;

and Goldberg,

shapes

is that,

and

later

only

Shen

1999;

and Alexander,

Fadiga

action,

the

read-out

et al., 1991;

with

practice,

in training

does

the

1997;

Zhang

is

Glimcher

et al., 1997;

Wise,
1996;
Schall

et al., 2000).

the flow of decision-related

possibility
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1995a,
b; Kalaska
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the latter suggests
that the oculomotor
system might be a critical site of plasticity
an improved
ability to form the decision.
We will test this is by measuring
the

representation

of decision

formation

in the oculmotor

Aim, we will use a microstimulation
oculomotor
system
as a whole.
For
measures

Director

the activity

of individual

system

technique
that
Aim #3, we will

neurons,
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the course
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allows
us to assess
use a complementary

is less

able
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For this

changes
in the
technique
that

an overall

picture

of the

oculmotor
system but more likely to yield insights into the underlying
neural mechanisms.
We will interrupt
motion
viewing
with electrical
microstimulation
of the frontal
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(FEF)
the

and analyze

idea

that

normally
Goldberg,

saccades
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that

with
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microstimulation

trajectories
be affected

Schlag

monkey

of the resulting,

evoked

have stereotyped
1985) but can

and Mays,
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the trajectories

(Robinson
by ongoing

et al., 1989;

is performing

Kustov
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of the

and Fuchs,
oculomotor

reflects

deviation

magnitude

viewing
the

times

is small

and

impending

(Gold

an accumulation
higher

eye

motion

movement

change

stimulus?

over

the

the course

3) How do these

Thus,

the formation

and Shadlen,
2000, 2003).
We will test:
1) How does

trajectories

times

compare

the

field

is based

superior

Tehovnik

task,

that

on

colliculus)

et al., 1999).

these

can

and low motion

evoked

account

In a

saccades

2) Are

to changes

these

performance:

larger

trajectories

to make

of decision

for

strengths,

the evoked-saccade
of the decision

representation

of training?

changes

(or

strategy

of the subsequently
selected
target (e.g.,
to the right). In addition,
the magnitude
of

information

viewing

strengths.

and

1996;

direction-discrimination

of motion

for short

FEF

This

1969; Robinson,
1972; Bruce and
activity
(Marrocco,
1978; Sparks

and Robinson,

deviate
from their normal trajectories
in the direction
for a rightward
decision,
the evoked saccade
deviates
deviation

saccades.

that

formation

changes

in the sensory

for longer
reflect

eye
in the

specific

both

movement

to the

saccade
training

representation?

Training
is likely to affect
the evoked-saccade
deviations.
In a trained
monkey,
the
deviations
reflect an efficient
accumulation
of motion information
that accounts
for performance.
As the coherence
that the coherence

and time dependence
and time dependence

generate
the behavioral
response
change
together;
that is, whether
account
how

for performance

learning

shapes

how individual

activity

of

appear
to
decision.
formation
regions
movement

training.

the accumulation

neurons

Aim #3: Plasticity
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will change,
as well. A key question
the motion
accumulation
represented

throughout

would suggest
that mechanisms
formation
during training.
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dPFC
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response
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to decision
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the course
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eye-

FEF

Figure
Several

4.

Saccade
pathway.
brain
regions
that

contribute to saccade preparation
are shown (Schall, 1991; PierrotDeseilligny et al., 1995; Wurtz et
al., 2001). Most connections
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is whether
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LIP, the superior
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(SC), and
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of performance
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it seems likely
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to
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from neurons in LIP, which are

brainstem
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likely to be involved
in forming
decisions during training.
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in decision
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barn

system is among the best-understood
examples
of how neural
adaptations.
The barn owl's ability to localize sounds
is shaped

(Rev.

how

would

for

relative
In the

recordings
from area MST, which like MT represents
from the dorsolateral
prefrontal
cortex, which like area

LIP represents
decision
formation
in a trained
monkey
(Kim
neurons with flexible response
properties
that might be influenced
longer

of changes

on the direction-discrimination

learning.
These
results
will give a clear,
quantitative
of changes
in the sensory
representation
and changes

In the

kinds

to form a decision
that guides behavior.
Together
results will provide a unified picture of the changes

Significance
and future directions
Results
from these investigations
future

response.

1999)

and

in uncovering

owl,
plasticity
by early

whose

has
the

sound

gives rise to
auditory
and
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visual
experience
(Knudsen,
1999). Characterizing
the circuits
(Konishi
et al., 1988) made it possible
to identify sites of plasticity
experience

(Brainard

and

Knudsen,

have led to an understanding
and Knudsen,
1997; DeBello
al., 1996),
these

and the balance

sites,

along

Likewise,
a direction
mammalian
plasticity
inhibition

decision
cortex.

learning.

of excitation
sites

that drive

these

of plasticity

connections

that compute
responsible

Knudsen,

1999)

will

how experience
shapes
visual
future
studies
of the underlying

systems-level

electrophysiology

aid in the development

will

use

motion

at

and form

processing
in the
mechanisms
of
of excitation
and
long term, these

and the study

of computational

that occur

tools
dementia,

of plasticity
to help
and

and

combat
agnosia)

Studies

basic

have

in turn,

2002).

visual

A

The

findings,

and Knudsen,

that represent

learning
disabilities
and a variety of clinical disorders
(e.g., psychosis,
that affect the brain's ability to process and interpret
information.

c. Preliminary

These

and Knudsen,

(Hyde

in the circuits

sound
location
for the effects of

changes
in connectivity
(Feldman
2001), pharmacology
(Feldman
et

(Zheng

changes

2000).

in connectivity,
pharmacology,
and the balance
contribute
to perceptual
learning.
Thus, in the

will help to connect

These

and

and inhibition

will help us to understand
These
results
will guide

- including
changes
- at the sites that

investigations

Gold

of the experience-dependent
et al., 2001; Gold and Knudsen,

with the signals
identifying

1993;

lan

experimental

previously

techniques

been

used

that

to study

we

•

••

_- 1K

•

the

t

• "
•

mechanisms
that
underlie
direction-discrimination
task

performance
in a trained

of the
monkey:

Aim #1, recording
from MT neurons _Britten
et al.,
1992;
Zohary
et al., 1994b);
Aim "2, assessing
ongoing
oculomotor
activity
by analyzing
the
Figure 5. Performance
after the monkey
has

improves
learned

with training,
even
how to perform
the

task.
Each
panel
depicts
a different
analysis
of
performance
plotted as a function of days of training, for
a single monkey (this monkey will not be used in the
proposed physiological
studies). See Methods for details.
A, Number of trials in each experiment.
B, Fraction of
trials in which the monkey failed to attain fixation or broke

m
LT_t_
o
-_
6
z

data. D, Lapse rate, or error rate at the highest motion
strengths.
Red symbols
are values
>0. E, Decision
history, or the correlation
between the recent history of
correct and incorrect decisions and the current decision,
regardless
of the stimulus. F, Bias, or the tendency to
make a particular decision, regardless of the stimulus. G,
Slope; higher values indicate higher sensitivity.
In D-F,
after the fourth training session, the given parameter did

__

s•o

0

0

Jm

0
E
0.1

t
69

.__
rn

0
1 +

_o
co 201G
lo t/t

not vary significantly
with training day (weighted
linear
regression, p > 0.05)+ In G, slope varied significantly with
training day (solid line, p < 0.001).
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Figure 6. Quantification of performance in daily sessions. A-C, Decision variable model, fit using all
coherences and viewing times (Eqs. 1-3). D-F, Cumulative Weibull function, fit using data binned by
viewing time (Eq. 4). A and D, Performance as a function of coherence for different viewing times, as
indicated. Data from 19 experiments (n = 25,990 trials). B and E, Data from 1 experiment (n = 2,043
trials). C, Best fits and SEM of the parameters a, m, and n from the decision variable model. Only a
varied systematically with experimental session (line in top panel, weighted linear regression, p < 0.01).
F, Best fits and SEM of the parameters t3and _zfrom Eq. 4. Lapse rate was <0.01 in all sessions.

trajectories of evoked eye movements (Gold and Shadlen, 2000, 2003); Aim #3, recording from
LIP neurons (Shadlen and Newsome,
2001; Roitman and Shadlen,
2002). Thus, we are
confident that these techniques will be effective for studying how these mechanisms change as
performance improves with training.
Three additional techniques
will help to ensure our success in all of the experimental
Aims, as shown by the following preliminary data:
• Analysis of performance:
All three Aims rest on the ability to analyze performance
over the
course of training and quantify changes in the ability to process weak sensory signals and form
the direction decision. Figures 5 and 6 show that our analyses will be effective. Figure 5 shows
performance gains for a single monkey trained for the first time on the discrimination task. In the
first four training sessions, the monkey made several kinds of errors, including "no-choice
errors" (failure to saccade to one of the two targets after fixation-point
offset) and errors at high
motion strengths (i.e., >50% coherence).
These errors indicated that the monkey had not yet
learned completely the general requirements of the task. In contrast, after the first four sessions,
the monkey rarely made no-choice
errors (Fig. 5C) and never had a lapse rate that was
significantly
different than 0 (Fig. 5D). Moreover, the fraction of trials with broken fixation (Fig.
5B), the effects of prior history (Fig. 5E), and bias (Fig. 5F) remained constant. Critically, the
monkey's performance,
measured as the slope of a logistic function fit to the percent correct
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Director
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for electrode placement. Images from our first monkey (to be
(A, D), sagittal (B, E), and horizontal
(C, F) planes. Green

crosshairs indicate the location of MT (Lewis and Van Essen, 2000), determined
using Caret (Van
Essen et al., 2001) and AFNI (Cox, 1996) brain-mapping software. D-F, Red areas represent twodimensional
slices of the estimated three-dimensional
projection of a plastic tube placed in the MT
recording cylinder and filled with a high-contrast
agent (notice the bright spot in the upper-right corner of
B, which is the image of a small piece of this tube); that is, they show where electrodes placed through
the cylinder will end up in the brain. The projection
is computed by calculating
from the complete
sequence of images the three-dimensional
orientation of the tube. These analyses accurately predicted
that we would find MT by placing our electrodes in the upper, lateral quadrant of the recording cylinder.
data,

continued

corresponded

to improve
to increased

steadily
perceptual

Figure
6 shows
the two
dependence
of motion sensitivity
from
about

a trained
the

monkey

underlying

cumulative

Weibull

with

ability

neural

training

out

to 131 days.

and are the focus

These

improvements

of our physiological

studies.

methods
we will use to quantify
the coherence
and
in daily training sessions.
Panels A-C show performance

fit to a model

function

more

signals

of a decision
(Eqs.

that is often

1-3).

used

variable
Panels

that gives
D-F

to describe

quantitative

show

the

performance

time
data

predictions

same

data

fit to a

on this kind of perceptual

task (Eq. 4). For both methods,
performance
measured
for individual
sessions
with >500 trials
was similar to performance
measured
for all sessions
combined
together.
Thus, these methods
are appropriate

for quantifying

changes
in performance
° Electrode
placement

from
with

microstimulation

(Aim

have

a technique

developed

electrodes.
with

Figure

an MT

#2) sites

7 shows

cylinder.

These

performance

in individual

session-to-session
MRI. Finding
the
in daily
that

images

will

training
allow

taken

images

as training
appropriate
sessions

us

a single

and will

progresses.
recording

effectively
monkey

to identify

the

after

allow

(Aims

will be critical

us to more

from

allow

sessions

us to identify

#1 and

#3) and

for our experiments.

use

MRI

data

it was surgically

location

of MT

We

to place

our

implanted

relative

to the

trajectory
of the cylinder (see legend for details),
thereby
guiding the placement
of our recording
electrodes.
The same technique
will be also used to place electrodes
in FEF and LIP.
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• Use of multiple
electrodes.
We will use multiple
electrodes
in all three Aims.
Using a nearly
identical
recording
rig at the University
of Washington,
I recorded
successfully
from neurons
in
the dPFC in two monkeys
that were performing
a similar
results demonstrate
that the multiple-electrode
techniques
and

LIP

in Aims

#1 and #3, respectively,

With the multi-electrode
use two separate
head
from,
unit

on average,
for

at least

appropriate

rig (typically
stages with

~6 isolated
20 minutes,

neurons

units
usually

in individual

are appropriate

using 8 channels
3 and 5 channels),
in each

and

within

in a single
we were

of 21 experimental

for >1 hr. Thus,

training

direction-discrimination
we will use to record

our yield

our technical

task. Those
from areas MT
capabilities.

head stage; in my lab, we will
able to record simultaneously

sessions
is likely

(Fig.

8). We held each

to be sufficient

to find

sessions.

Figure 8. Simultaneous
recordings
from individual
neurons using seven microelectrodes.
Data
are recordings
from dPFC in a monkey performing
a version of the direction-discrimination
task. A,
Waveforms (mV vs. time, 5 ms duration) from a single neuron (yellow) isolated from noise (gray)./3, The
first two principle components
of the waveforms
in A (each point corresponds
to a single waveform)
plotted as a function of time (left-to-right).
This is a way of simplifying
the representation
of each
waveform, allowing us to visualize the data to see how well the waveforms
can be isolated. B-H are
plotted in this way, each showing data from a different electrode. There are six isolated neurons that
each lasted throughout this recording session: one in B, two in C, two in D, and one in H. In addition,
one neuron in F and two in G were isolated briefly. No neurons were isolated from electrode E Software
is from Plexon, Inc.
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A

Figure 9. Eye-position
data from a single monkey. This
monkey will be used for the experiments
in Aim _1. Plotted

lO

are eye positions from 200 consecutive
trials using three
randomly
interleaved
tasks: fixation only, saccade to a
target, and saccade
to the remembered
location
of a
briefly flashed target. The target could appear at one of 8
locations.
The tasks
were
performed
while
a 0%
coherence random-dot stimulus was presented in the right

o)
v

o
6o
O
13.
X

hemifietd
(contralateral
to the MT recording
cylinder).
Fixation for all but one trial was maintained to within 0.4 °.
These

data

show

that

the

monkey

has

been

-10

trained

successfully
on the basic requirements
of the behavioral
tasks. A, X (horizontal)
position vs. time. B, Y (vertical)
position vs. time. C, X vs. Y.
Aim

#1: Plasticity
We

have

in the

sensory

successfully

lO
o)
v

representation

implanted

MT

tO

recording

or)
O
13.
>-

cylinders
in two monkeys
(see Fig. 7) and trained each
to sit comfortably
in a primate
chair.
One
of the
monkeys
has been trained
to fixate,
saccade
to a
visual target, and saccade
to the remembered
location
of a visual
random-dot

has extensive
has

-lO

already

experience
visited

----- -------- -- --

in these

and

--------------------------

kinds

consulted

0
2 0
400
Time (rnsec re: FP off)

MT
who
10 _

of recordings,

on the

technical

aspects
of the experiments;
e.g., electrode
placement,
how to recognize
MT neurons,
and what parameters
of
the

motion

neurons

o

target, all in the presence
of a distracting
stimulus
at 0% coherence
(Fig.
9).

Training
on the discrimination
recordings
are just beginning.

stimulus

(size,

speed,

etc.)

lan

activate

0-

the

optimally.

13>-

Aim

#2: Plasticity

Figure
that we will
evoked
with
while

the

in oculomotor

circuits

-10

10 shows the microstimulation
technique
use for this Aim.
Eye movements
are
electrical
microstimulation
of the FEF

monkey

performs

the

task.

These

-10

0

10

X Position (deg)

evoked

eye movements
tend to deviate in the direction
of the subsequently
selected
target, reflecting
a
developing
oculomotor
command
in that direction.
In a trained
monkey,
these deviations
are
also

affected

and time

by the

dependence

strength
allows

and

duration

us to infer

of the

decision
that guides the eye-movement
response
how these computations
change with training.
A key to these

experiments

will

motion

the computations

be the

(Gold
ability

stimulus.

Quantifying

responsible
and Shadlen,

to measure

the

this coherence

for forming
2000,

2003).

relationship

the direction
We will test
between

the

deviation
data and performance
in individual
sessions
in order to quantify
the effects of training
from session to session.
New analyses
of data from published
studies (Gold and Shadlen,
2000,
2003) show that this strategy
will be effective
(Fig. 11 ). For data pooled across many sessions,
the coherence
and time dependence
of the deviations
match a decision
variable
derived from
performance
(Fig. 11A;
similar
results are found
PHS 398/2590
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for individual

Design
and Methods
for
daily sessions
(Fig. 11B).
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deviations,
10

was

correlated

particularly

with

lan
variability

with

respect

to viewing

in
time

the
(Fig.

11 C). This result suggests
that systematic
improvements
in performance
with training
will correspond
to changes
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Gold, Joshua,

in the accumulation
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Figure 10. Microstimulation
technique.
Example eye
movement traces from two correct trials in trained monkey.

v

o3
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Eye position was sampled

t
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X
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v

0
Time
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o
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o
1:3

"to

the

subsequently

selected

target.

25.6 1.5 B
:,'12.8
6.4
3.2 1.0

¢-

.9

Above,

msec), the monkey makes a second, voluntary saccade to
one of the two choice targets. The trajectory of the evoked
saccade
tends
to deviate
in the direction
of the

_t

03
O
O.

>.

in 2 msec intervals.

two large circles represent the two targets. The fixation
point is at the origin. Below are time courses, aligned to
fixation-point
offset (time = 0). FEF microstimulation
causes an evoked saccade;
after a brief pause (.-,90

0
0.5

0.5

T:

N
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Viewing time (msec)

Figure

11. Evoked-saccade

deviations

500
Viewing time (msec)

represent

decision

1

1.4

1.8

Time dependence of
decision variable (a.u.)
formation

in trained

monkeys.

A,

Magnitude of deviation (points) as a function of viewing time for different motion strengths, as indicated.
Lines are the decision variable derived from performance (see Fig. 13D; the fits begin when the data
diverge with respect to coherence). Dashed lines and crosses are error trials. Data are pooled from 32
experiments. B, Deviations and decision variable model as in A, but both obtained with data from a
single experimental session.
C, Comparison
of the deviations
and the decision-variable
model for
individual sessions (each point is one session). Ordinate is the maximum-likelihood
fit and standard
error of the slope of a line fit to deviation magnitude versus viewing time. Abscissa is parameter n from
Eqs. 1 and 2, which describes the time dependence
of the decision-variable
model. The line is a linear
fit (weighted
regression,
p = 0.05). This plot shows that when performance
showed a strong time
dependence, so did the deviations. Data from (Gold and Shadlen, 2000, 2003).
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Methods
plasticity

task, we will conduct

responsible

for

improved

electrophysiological

performance

and psychophysical

Two monkeys will be used for each Aim. All procedures
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals.

on

a

experiments

follow

the National

visual
in alert

Institutes

Genera/methods
Monkeys
suitable
general

are

implanted

with

a head-holding

for magnetic
resonance
imaging (MRI).
anesthesia
in a dedicated
surgical suite

Resources

Department.

to minimize

any discomfort

Staff veterinarians

After implanting
brain in a fully sedated
have

developed

from

these

recording
through

images.

and

recording

cylinder

All surgeries
are performed
aseptically
under
operated
by the University Laboratory
Animal

administer

our procedures

eye coil,

postoperative

care.

Every

effort

is made

and the risk of infection.

a recording
cylinder, we obtain high-resolution
MRI of the cylinder
monkey, using a scanner at Penn that is devoted to animal research.

a novel

cylinder

from

device,

method

A plastic
during

the brain (Fig.

to compute

tube

the

the anatomical

locations

filled with a high-contrast

scan.

We

7). We can then

compute
register

from

of electrode

agent

this image

the trajectories

(CuSO4)
the

and
We

trajectories

is placed

projection

in the

of the tube

of our electrodes

when

placed

through the cylinder with anatomical
sites defined from standard
macaque
atlases. These data
will help maximize the efficiency of finding appropriate
neurons in the physiological
experiments.
Behavioral
conditioning

training

is accomplished

is never used.

Before

by operant

our experiments,

conditioning

each

monkey

using fluid
is trained

rewards.

Aversive

to do the following:

• Go directly from its home cage into a primate chair attached to the front of the cage (1 day).
• Sit comfortably in the chair while being moved to and sitting in the laboratory
(~1-2 weeks).
• Fixate a spot of light on a black background
• Saccade
• Maintain
length

(~t-2

days).

to a target appearing elsewhere
in the visual field upon fixation-point
offset (-1 day).
fixation while the fixation point and target are presented
simultaneously
for a growing
of time, delaying

• Saccade

to the location

the saccade

until fixation-point

of the target

on the overlap

offset ('=overlap" task; ~1-3
task as we gradually

days).

dim the target

after it

was flashed for 100 msec. The gradual dimming makes it easy to train monkeys to saccade
to
the remembered
location of a briefly flashed target for an "oculomotor
delayed-response"
task.
• Fixate while

a motion

stimulus

is presented.

We will use 0% coherent

motion

to avoid

possible

gains in discrimination
ability that might occur with exposure to motion.
The visual displays
are generated
in MATLAB,
using the Psychophysics
extensions
During

(Brainard,

1997;

an experiment,

using a scleral
every 2 msec
saccadic

Pelli,

1997)

we monitor

and our own software

the monkey's

eye

position

to draw

the

in relation

Toolbox

motion

stimulus.

to the visual

eye movement:

and peak speed,
Recording

the latency

and accuracy
experiments

(time

from

the go cue to saccade

initiation),

the average

(distance between observed and desired endpoints).
(Aims #1 and #3) will measure
action potentials

("spikes")

extracellularly
from individual
neurons.
We will use multi-channel
"System-Eckhorn
miniature fiber electrode manipulators
(Eckhorn and Thomas,
1993; Baker et al., 1999)
simultaneously
brain

region.

Multichannel
for real-time

stimuli

search coil system (Robinson,
1963; Judge et al., 1980). We sample eye position
(500 Hz sample
rate). These data permit us to compute
the metrics of each

from
Signals

three
from

or five quartz-platinum/tungsten
each

electrode

are

amplified,

microelectrodes
filtered,

and

placed
passed

Mini"
to record
in a single

to a Plexon

Acquisition Processor
(MAP) system, which uses a custom digital signal processor
and offline spike sorting.
Sorting provides
a record of each spike occurrence
from

each

neuron,

which

onset

and offset

times
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to MATLAB

for analysis
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lan

using

custom

software

I

laboratory.

Task design
direction
fixates

The monkeys
will perform a direction-discrimination
task that requires them to decide the
of visual motion and respond
with an eye movement
(Britten et al., 1992). The monkey
a central

axis of motion.
fixation

point

The

extinguished,

visual

motion

move

and

is a random-dot

coherence)

distribution

maximizes

8 ° from

stimulus

the fixation

is shown

is the cue to make

and some

point

and along

for a variable

an eye movement

the

duration.

The

to one of the two

our ability
Aims)

viewing

times

time chosen
the monkey's

to "interrupt"

are

single

a random
minimizes
offset

flicker

time

coherences,

of viewing

or motion

kinematogram.

of which

It consists

of dynamic

on and off at random

a

dots,

locations.

We

moving dots and the amount of time the stimulus
is shown,
The values
of motion
strength
(0%, 3.2%, 6.4%,
12.8%,
and

At all but the highest

100 msec plus
This distribution

(all three

stimulus

of coherently
task difficulty.

51.2%
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viewing
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in motion.
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from an exponential
ability to anticipate

plus electrical

randomly
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with

motion
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offset

strategy

alone
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us to study the mechanisms
of decision
formation
as they unfold
in time. These
temporal
dynamics
are likely to be important
for Aims #2 and #3, which examine
the mechanisms
that
accumulate
motion information
over time to form the direction
decision.
The
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us
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quantify
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different
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likely

to only
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sensory

and decision
processing
that are the focus of our studies.
We will use several
methods
to dissociate
changes
in perceptual

changes
in other factors that can affect performance
(Fig. 12):
• Fixation
breaks
and no-choice
errors
(failure
to saccade
to one
monitored
the task.

closely to quantify
the extent that the monkey is fulfilling
Note that both of these types of errors are considered

choosing

the wrong
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Figure 12. Non-perceptual factors that can affect performance. These effects will be quantified to obtain a
more accurate description of changes in sensory and decision processing. All data are simulated. A, Lapse rate,
measured as the percentage of correct choices for strong stimuli. Colors represent different lapse rates, from zero
(dark blue) to 40% (cyan). B, Bias, or the tendency to make a particular decision regardless of the stimulus. Colors
represent different biases, from a tendency to decide "left" (cyan), to no bias (red), to a tendency to decide "right"
(dark blue). C and D, The influence of the recent history of decisions on the current decision. Circles connected by
dashed lines represent a simulated sequence of decisions (top is rightward decisions, bottom is leftward decisions;
filled symbols are correct, open symbols are errors). Solid line is the "decision history" from this sequence, which is
a weighted average of past decisions (weighted separately for correct and error trials). C simulates decisions that
are independent of this measure (generated at random). D simulates decisions that correlate perfectly with this
measure (values above the central horizontal line are always associated with a rightward decision, values below
with a leftward decision). We will measure the correlation between the predicted and actual decision.

,,Performance
for easily discriminable
stimuli will be measured to assess how well the stimulusresponse association has been learned (Fig. 12A). These data represent a "lapse rate" that, if
not taken into account, can substantially
affect estimates of parameters
of the psychometric
function (Wichmann and Hill, 2001b).
,,The monkey's bias towards choosing one direction over the other will be measured (Fig. 12B).
In a given experiment, the two directions will be presented in a randomized sequence but with
equal frequencies.
Thus, no bias would correspond
to roughly equal frequencies
of each
decision. A bias would correspond to a preponderance
of one decision versus the other and
could dramatically affect the psychometric function (Green, 1995; Klein, 2001 ).
• The extent to which the monkey's decision reflects information from previous trials instead of
from the current stimulus will be measured (Fig. 12C and D). This is an analysis of sequential
effects (Gilden, 2001; Fecteau and Munoz, 2003) and is based on a correlation between the
monkey's current decision and its recent history of decisions: on average, when the monkey
made, say, a rightward decision, did it tend to follow another rightward decision one trial back,
two trials back, etc. (regardless of the stimulus)? We will take into account correct and error
trials separately.
Zero correlation would imply that that current decision was not affected by
previous decisions (Fig. 12C). Positive correlation would imply that the monkey tended to make
the same decision in sequence, regardless of the stimulus (Fig. 12D). A negative value would
imply that the monkey would tend to make the opposite decisions in sequence.
Logistic regression
(Fig. 5) will be used to quantify the relative contributions
of these
factors to changes in performance
(Cox, 1970). Subsequent analyses of sensory and decision
processing will also take into account these factors.
Analysis of performance I1: Decision model
We will quantify changes
in sensory and decision
processing
using a quantitative
framework
that explains
performance
in terms of the underlying
neural signals (Gold and
Shadlen, 2000, 2003). This model assumes that the brain accumulates
motion information over
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Figure
13. Decision
variable
model. A, The model (lines; Eqs, 1-3) is fit to performance
data (points)
as a
function of motion strength
(colors)
and viewing
time.
The fit provides
a quantitative
description
of several
quantities that are central to our investigations:
B, A random variable representing
the sensory information
(points
and error bars are mean and SD, respectively,
for different motion strength). These values will be compared to MT
data (Aim #1). C, A decision variable representing
the accumulation
over time of motion information
from B. These
values will be compared
to LIP data (Aim #3). D, A transformed
version of the decision variable representing
the
probability
of making a particular
eye movement
(Gold and Shadlen, 2003). These values will be compared
to
developing
oculomotor
signals measured
during motion viewing (Aim #2). In C and D, colors are different
motion
strengths,

time
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lines are predictions
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representation

walk,
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of motion
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information
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as a random

theories

of perception

1986; Link, 1992; Ratcliff
and Rouder,
1998; Gold and Shadlen,
2002).
Many
such
also attempt
to explain response
times (i.e., the subject determines
the viewing
duration
to reach
a decision)
and thus assume
that the decision
is reached
when
the

accumulated
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-

called

a decision
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-
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a particular
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(or

barrier).

However,
in our experiments
we control
the viewing
time, so our model assumes
that the
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is made based on the value the decision
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at the end of that time.
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sensory
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advantage

weighting
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a, m, and

n in Eqs.

expectation,
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to which
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that viewing
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distribution
starting
better measurements
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model
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of Eq. 4 is that it will allow
of viewing
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of each
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psychophysicai
results is not overly dependent
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its value
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and
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when
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fit parameters.

durations,

long viewing

to the data

function,

rate,

(Gold

We will bin the performance
data by viewing
duration
and fit
cumulative
Weibull distribution
function
(Quick, 1974):

l-ex

t3 are the

model

of

reward

Weibuii

We also will quantify
performance
help to ensure that our interpretation

assumptions
of our decision
model.
each bin to a coherence-dependent

values

performance
as it changes
with
that it successfully
describes

for the maximum-likelihood

II1: Cumulative

for

and temporal
like bias,

into the

for

account

is, different

and factors

the goodness-of-fit
of the model using standard
methods
(Maloney,
1990;
2001a, b). If the model fits the data poorly, we are prepared
to develop new
Analysis

can

dependence

forms

functions),

at all stages

intervals

many

very different

2001). This flexibility
will be important
However,
even
with
this flexibility

can account

in physiology

the coherence

take

a transformed

which we will compare
referents
that allow us

measurements

changes

is its flexibility:

1 and 2 can describe

and different

our physiological

coherencemeasured
in
variable
(Fig.

#3; and

decision
variable
thought to influence
oculomotor
commands
(Fig. 13D),
to the evoked-saccade
deviations
from Aim #2. Thus, this model provides
to determine,

of neural

includes

time

is

to obtain
variable

to fit Eq. 4 to

are needed

to be

Eq. 4 to analyze
For example,

we will use regression
analyses
(Draper
and Smith, 1998) to evaluate
the hypotheses
that the
values of a, and 13depend significantly
on the number of training sessions.
These analyses,
like
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Aim #1: Plasticity in the sensory representation
These experiments will test the hypothesis that improved discrimination ability (e.g., lower
thresholds, (_ in Eq. 4) corresponds, at least in part, to changes in the sensitivity of individual MT
neurons to weak motion stimuli. We will use two strategies. First, we will compare the sensitivity
of MT neurons to the motion stimulus viewed during passive fixation before and after training on
the discrimination
task. Second, we will compare directly the discrimination ability of MT neurons
with the ability of the monkey in daily sessions (Britten et al., 1992) as performance improves.
Experimental design
To record from MT neurons, we will place a recording cylinder using stereotaxic criteria to
allow access to these brain regions at an angle oblique to the cortical surface (DeAngelis
and
Newsome, 1999). Electrode placement will be guided by magnetic resonance imaging data (see
Fig. 7). We will place three or five recording electrodes in MT in a given recording session and
use on-line spike sorting to isolate the responses
of individual
neurons.
We wilt use an
interactive computer "search" program to estimate receptive field (RF) location and size and the
preferred direction and speed of motion for each isolated unit.
Before and after training, we will measure responses to the motion stimulus viewed
during passive fixation. The stimulus attributes will be chosen to match the RF location and
preferred direction of MT neurons that we encounter with our electrodes.
During and after training, we will measure responses to the motion stimulus while the
monkey performs the discrimination
task. The same motion stimulus will be used across
sessions, located in a region of contralateral
space along the horizontal meridian and with a
vertical axis of motion (allowing the targets to be placed equidistant from the stimulus). A key to
our success in these experiments will be the use of multiple electrodes, which will help us to find
MT neurons with RFs that cover >75% of the stimulus location and with directional tuning that is
<50 ° of vertical (Snowden et al., 1992). Training will not begin until such a neuron is found.
Data analysis
We will test whether changes in the sensitivity of MT neurons contribute
to improved
performance.
For training sessions on the discrimination
task, performance and neural data will
be compared using two methods. The first (Eqs. 1-3) uses a model of a decision variable. The
model is fit to performance,
providing
a quantitative
description
of the underlying
motion
representation
(Fig. 13B). This description will be compared directly to the neural data, focusing
on how both depend on motion coherence. The second method (Eq. 4) describes performance
using a cumulative
Weibull function. An identical function will be used to describe the neural
data by fitting the performance expected of an ideal observer who reports the direction of motion
given only the responses
of the neuron (Britten et al., 1992). The threshold
and shape
parameters (o_and 13of Eq. 4) of the functions fit to the performance and neural data will then be
compared.
For passive viewing sessions, the same ideal observer analyses will be used to
compare neural sensitivity before and after training. We will answer the following questions:
• How does the sensitivity of individual MT neurons compare before and after training? In a fully
trained monkey, neuronal sensitivity to visual motion approaches the sensitivity of the monkey
(Britten et al., 1992). In an untrained monkey, is neuronal sensitivity correspondingly
low?
• How does the relationship between behavioral and neuronal performance evolve with training?
• Are the effects of training stimulus specific? After training, we will use stimuli that match the
response properties of MT neurons we encounter. These stimuli will be in different locations in
the visual field and have different directions of motion than the training stimulus. We will thus
PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)
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2000, 2003).
The rationale
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When
evoked
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have stereotyped
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These experiments
will test the hypothesis
information
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location,
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of a small

the correlation
of that activity in response
to the motion stimulus.
Together,
will allow us to estimate
the size of the pool of MT neurons that contribute

Aim #2: Plasticity

commands

the activity
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monkey's
decisions,
and whether
or not this pool consists
mainly
We will focus on how these properties
change during training.

motion

from

with high motion sensitivity
(Britten et al., 1996; Shadlen
et al., 1996).
choice probabilities
of individual
MT neurons over the course of training.

we will isolate

and measure
measurements

suggest
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and
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time-dependent

2003).
Thus, by measuring
how they develop
access to

both are interesting.

First, decision

formation

might be evident in the ocuiomotor
commands
as soon as the rules of the task have been
learned. This result is consistent with the idea that the oculomotor circuits themselves
compute
the decision
improves

and therefore

with training.
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in oculomotor commands
only later in training, as task performance
becomes more automatic.
This result would suggest that changes in how motion information is interpreted are distinct from
changes in how accessible
that interpretation
is to the circuits that control the behavioral
response. To test these ideas, we will characterize how the coherence and time dependence of
the decision process represented in these oculomotor commands changes with training.
Experimental design
We will evoke eye movements with electrical microstimulation
of the FEF. The FEF will
be targeted using stereotaxic coordinates and MRI (Kim and Shadlen, 1999) and confirmed with
physiological
criteria (Bruce and Goldberg,
1985). We will select sites where saccades with
consistent trajectories
are evoked with <50 IJA of current using 50 msec-long trains of 350 Hz
biphasic pulses (0.25 msec-long +/- phases) applied in darkness (Bruce et al., 1985).
In each experiment,
a fixed percentage
of discrimination
trials are accompanied
by
microstimulation
(typically 50-75%),
which is begun simultaneously
with offset of the motion
stimulus
and fixation point. In these trials, the evoked saccade
is followed
by a second,
voluntary saccade to one of the choice targets (in our experience, a monkey that can perform
the task without microstimulation
will, without further training, make this second, voluntary eye
movement on microstimulation
trials). Reward is given based on this second, voluntary saccade.
During training, we will use the same motion stimulus across sessions. The stimulus will
be centered on the fixation point and have a horizontal axis of motion. We will use multiple
electrodes
to search for sites that evoke eye movements
with trajectories
that are roughly
perpendicular
to this axis of motion (i.e., <30 ° of vertical). Training will not begin until such a site
is found.
After training, we will use motion stimuli at the same location but with different axes of
motion. We will use a single electrode to find a microstimulation
site. We will rotate the motion
stimulus to be roughly perpendicular
to the trajectory of saccades evoked from that site. These
sessions will allow us to test whether the effects of learning on the evoked saccades are specific
to the axis of motion of the training stimulus.
Three kinds of control trials will be interleaved
randomly in a given experiment.
First,
microstimulation
applied with fixation only. These trials indicate the trajectory of the evoked eye
movements
in the absence of a plan to move the eyes. Second, microstimulation
applied at
fixation-point
offset on a task that requires a saccade to a target that is flashed briefly at the
same location as one of the two choice targets on the discrimination
task. These trials indicate
the trajectory of eye movements evoked when there is an explicit plan to move the eyes to that
location. Third, no microstimulation
during the direction-discrimination
task. Performance
on
these trials is used to gauge whether performance is disrupted on trials with microstimulation.
Data analysis
We will analyze the trajectories
of the evoked saccades.
These trajectories
are
informative
in two ways. First, they indicate whether a plan to make the associated
eye
movement
is being formed while the direction
decision is being formed. That is, while the
monkey is viewing the dots stimulus and deciding that motion is, say, rightward, is it planning a
rightward eye movement?
Second, they indicate whether the planned eye movement
reflects
the computations
that underlie decision formation.
That is, does the evolving eye-movement
plan reflect an accumulation
of motion information
from the visual stimulus? We will answer
these questions for individual daily sessions over the course of training, comparing these data to
improvements
in performance.
To analyze the evoked-saccade
trajectories,
eye-position
data are aligned such that the
eye position at the time of fixation-point
offset (the "initial eye position") is at the origin. The
trajectory of an evoked saccade is quantified as the vector from the initial eye position to the
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position measured
at the end of the saccade (the "endpoint vector"). The endpoint vectors
typically drift over the course of an experiment (typically lasting >1 hrs). To control for this drift,
we calculate a 150-point, chronological
running mean of the endpoints (separately for x and y
coordinates)
from all trials corresponding
to each of the two direction decisions in a given
experiment.
For each endpoint, we then subtract the average of the two running means
(corresponding
to the two direction decisions) centered on that point. This procedure centers at
~0 the distributions of the x and y positions of all endpoints from a given experiment.
To test whether a plan to make the associated eye movement is being formed while the
direction
decision
is being formed, we will measure the deviation of the evoked-saccade
endpoint in the direction of the subsequently
selected target. We will quantify this deviation in
two ways. First, we will compute the average location of all endpoints from trials in which the
monkey decided that motion was rightward (i.e., subsequently
made a voluntary eye movement
to the right target), and the average from trials in which the monkey decided leftward (i.e.,
subsequently
made a voluntary eye movement to the left target). If these two endpoints are
different, and they are separated along the axis of motion, then it follows that the endpoints
tended to deviate in the direction of the subsequently
selected target. This deviation (measured
separately for correct and error trials) indicates the preparation
of an eye movement in that
direction.
Second,
we will measure
the magnitude
of deviation
on individual
trials. This
magnitude
is quantified as the dot product between the endpoint vector from running-meansubtracted data and a unit vector along the axis of motion. Thus, a positive deviation measures
the magnitude of the component of the endpoint vector that was towards the direction of motion
on correct trials and opposite to the direction of motion on error trials.
These deviations are likely to be evident throughout training. Before being trained on the
direction-discrimination
task, the monkey will be trained on a variety of tasks that require an eye
movement to a target (see Design and Methods, below). Two such targets will be shown while
the monkey views the motion stimulus (Fig. 2). Thus, it seems likely that, from the beginning of
training, signals to prepare an eye movement will be evident while the monkey performs the task
- that is, saccades evoked during motion viewing will deviate towards one of the targets.
Of greater interest is the extent to which the deviations reflect the computations
that
underlie decision formation. Our decision variable model (Fig. 13) will help to address this issue.
The decision variable is a quantity that can account for the monkey's decisions
in a given
experiment
as a function of motion strength and viewing time. We will compare this decision
variable to the coherence- and time-dependent
deviation data from the same experiment.
These analyses will require sufficient data in a single session to characterize
both
performance and evoked-saccade
deviations as a function of coherence and viewing time. Our
experience indicates that this will not be a problem. In a trained monkey, these functions were
consistent within sessions for several different versions of direction-discrimination
task (Fig. 11)
(Gold and Shadlen, 2003).
Thus, we will quantify the relationship
between formation of the direction decision and
formation of the eye-movement
response in a given experimental
session. We will then use
these analyses to answer the following questions:
• How does the relationship
between decision formation and response formation evolve with
training? In a trained monkey, our model of a decision variable (Eq. 1-3) is similar to the
magnitude
of deviation (Gold and Shadlen,
2000, 2003). We will test how this similarity
develops with training. Two scenarios are likely. First, they develop together. That is, at every
stage of training, the decision variable derived from performance will match the deviation data
(e.g., the goodness-of-fit
between the decision variable model and the deviation data will
remain constant).
This result would imply that changes
in the deviations
correspond
to
chan,qes in how the decision variable is computed, which, in turn, correspond to chanqes in
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performance. Second, they develop separately. For example, early in training, the deviations
will not depend on the strength or duration of the motion stimulus, but performance will. This
result would imply that during training, an alternative routing is used to form the decision, with
sensory information sent to circuits not involved in forming the behavioral response. That is,
changes in the deviations would correspond to changes in where the decision variable is
computed, which, in turn, would correspond to changes in performance.
• Are the effects of training stimulus specific? Before training, we will use the same stimulus in
each session. After training, we will use stimuli at the same location but with different axes of
motion. We will test whether changes in the deviations are specific to the training stimulus.
• How are error trials represented in the deviation data during training? In a trained monkey,
errors are accounted for by the decision variable model, which assumes that errors occur
because of the stochastic nature of the accumulated signals (Eq. 3; dashed lines in Fig. 13D).
Other sources of errors (e.g., attentional lapses) seem likely earlier in training and will be
evident as a mismatch between the decision variable model and the deviation data.
• How do the effects of training on the deviation data compare to the effects of training on the
sensory representation (Aim "1)? We will use our model of the decision variable to determine
whether changes in the deviations correspond to changes in the accumulation process (e.g.,
the parameter n in Eqs. 1 and 2, which governs the temporal dynamics of the decision
variable) or changes in the signals being accumulated (e.g., the parameters a and m in Eqs. 1
and 2, which govern the coherence dependence of the decision variable).
• Do factors other than the decision variable influence the deviations over the course of training?
We will fit the deviation data to several alternative models. These models assume that the
deviations do not reflect a decision variable but rather stereotyped oculomotor commands, or
simply the outcome of a decision process (Gold and Shadlen, 2003). We will compare
goodness-of-fit measures of these different models over the course of training.
The results will indicate how training affects the decision process represented in the circuits that
prepare the eye-movement response. These results will help to guide our further investigations,
in Aim #3, of the neural changes that underlie this evolving ability to form the direction decision.
Aim #3: Plasticity

in sensory-motor

neurons

These experiments will identify changes in the response properties of neurons in area
LIP that contribute to improved performance. Experiments from Aim "2 will describe changes in
decision formation
evident in commands to generate the eye-movement
response. Our
hypothesis is that this evolution takes two forms: neurons that prepare eye movements become
involved in the interpretation of motion information, and neurons that read out motion signals
develop responses linked to preparing the eye movement. LIP is a likely site for both kinds of
neurons, because LIP contributes to decision and response formation in a trained monkey and
its neurons have flexible response properties for a variety of tasks involving visually guided eye
movements. We will test this hypothesis by using multiple electrodes to record from LIP neurons
while the monkey is trained on the task.
Experimental design
An LIP recording cylinder will be placed using stereotaxic criteria. Electrode placement
will be guided by MRI. We will place three or five electrodes in LIP in a given recording session,
using on-line spike sorting to isolate the responses of single neurons from each electrode.
For these experiments, we will use two tasks: the direction-discrimination
task and an
oculomotor delayed-response
(ODR) task. For the direction-discrimination
task, we will add a
variable-duration delay period between offset of the motion stimulus and offset of the fixation
point. This delay period will allow us to differentiate responses associated with the formation of
the decision from those associated with initiation of the eye movement. For the ODR task, the
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monkey is required to maintain fixation for a variable duration delay period, during which time a
target is flashed briefly at a location in the visual field. Offset of the fixation point cues the
monkey to make a saccade to the remembered location of the flashed target. The purpose of he
ODR task is twofold. First, it lets us identify response components that are time-locked to target
onset and saccade initiation, and to differentiate
those responses from delay-period
activity.
Second, it lets us map the region of the visual field (or locus of saccade trajectories) that causes
the neuron to respond. We will refer to this region as the neuron's response field.
To study neurons that prepare the eye-movement
response, we will search for them. We
will use the same methods that have been used previously to find LIP neurons with responses
related to the discrimination
task (M. Shadlen, personal communication):
MRI data will help to
target neurons in the posterior (medial) 2/3 of LIPv (Lewis and Van Essen, 2000), and the ODR
task will identify neurons that have a spatially restricted
response field and respond in a
sustained manner during the delay period. If an appropriate neuron is found, the geometry of the
direction-discrimination
task will be modified so that one of the two choice targets is located in
the neuron's
response field. In this way, decision formation
will be examined
under two
conditions, one that leads to an eye movement into the neuron's response field, one that leads
to an eye movement away from the neuron's response field. This strategy has been successful
for studying decision formation in neurons that prepare the eye-movement
response in a trained
monkey (Kim and Shadlen, 1999; Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002).
To study neurons that read out motion information to help form the decision - possibly
independent of the eye-movement
response - we will sample extensively from LIP with multiple
electrodes. After a saccade-related
neuron has been identified and the task set up, we will use
the remaining
electrodes
to record from neurons with activity that is modulated
during
performance
of the direction-discrimination
task. We have already used this strategy to study
decision-related
activity
in the dPFC that is not related to the eye-movement
response
(manuscript in preparation).
During training, we will use the same motion stimulus across sessions, with a vertical axis
of motion and targets located above and below the stimulus. We will search for neurons with
response fields that correspond to these target locations.
After training, we will use different task configurations.
Once a neuron with a response
field has been found, we will make the following changes. For half of these sessions, we will
rotate both the axis of motion and the target locations so that one of the targets is located in the
neuron's response field. These sessions will allow us to test whether learning is specific to the
training stimulus. For the other half of these sessions, we will rotate only the target locations but
not the axis of motion. These sessions will allow us to test whether the learning is specific to the
direction

of the eye-movement

response.

Data analysis
We will identify LIP activity that represents an accumulation
of motion information into a
categorical direction decision. Two features will distinguish this activity from sensory processing,
which would also depend on motion strength. The first is the temporal dynamics: activity related
to the decision is expected to increase with both motion strength and viewing time, representing
an accumulation
over time of the steady-state sensory representation
(Eqs. 1-3). For individual
trials, this accumulation
is difficult to distinguish from a steady-state
representation,
because
both are noisy. We will therefore combine activity across trials and test whether spike rate
increases with viewing time in a consistent manner during different intervals of motion viewing
(Roitman and Shadlen, 2002). The second feature is whether the activity persists during the
delay period after motion offset, which would not be expected for sensory processing.
Upon
identifying this kind of activity, we will answer the following questions:
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.

Animals

We will use six adult rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta), weighing 5-15 kg, male and
female. Surgery, training, and experimental
protocols are described in detail in Research
Design and Methods. Procedures for daily sessions (five days per week for a monkey in use)
are as follows. The monkey enters the primate chair directly from its home cage. The chair is
adjustable
along several dimensions
to ensure a comfortable
fit for each animal and is
mounted on a scale to provide a daily weight record. The monkey performs a visual task for
3-6 hours (depending on its motivation and the demands of the experiment)
and is returned
to its home cage. After several days of training, these procedures
become routine for the
monkey and for the investigator. We emphasize a calm, non-threatening
attitude towards the
monkeys.
Training is accomplished
by operant conditioning,
using positive rewards for desired
behavior. No aversive conditioning is used. The monkey works for a water reward, and we
therefore control water intake carefully. A minimal daily level of water intake for adequate
hydration is established for each animal (judged during training and revised with experience),
and supplemental
fluid is given if the animal does not obtain its minimum
during the
experimental
session. Extra water is provided on weekends. Hydration levels are monitored
daily for each animal using several clinical criteria: body weight is measured
daily and
charted, skin turgor is assessed, fresh feces are inspected for consistency, and the animal's
overall activity level is noted. Occasionally
we augment these measurements
with serum
tests of renal function and urine osmolality.
We are careful to maintain our animals in a
healthy but motivated state.
We use rhesus monkeys for several reasons. First, in monkeys, we can examine how
high-order
mental functions -including
perception, decision-making,
motor planning, and
learning - relate to neuronal events measured simultaneously
in the same animal. Second,
many decades of anatomical,
physiological,
and behavioral research have established
the
rhesus monkey as a particularly good model system for understanding
the visual pathways
of humans. The basic visual capabilities
of rhesus monkeys,
including
acuity, contrast
sensitivity,
color vision, stereo vision, and motion vision, are virtually identical to those of
humans, and the anatomy of the central visual pathways is very similar, as well. Other
popular experimental
preparations,
such as the cat or rat, are quite different from humans
both in their visual capabilities and in the organization
of their central visual pathways. Third,
our experiments exploit a foundation of research on the mechanisms of motion perception in
the rhesus monkey. Changing species would require these detailed investigations
to be
repeated before our studies of plasticity could begin. Fourth, the rhesus monkey is ideal for
our work because this species adapts well to the daily routine involving primate chairs, task
performance,
and interaction
with human handlers.
This is not true for all species of
macaques, much less for other simian species.
Our animals receive excellent veterinary care. The University of Pennsylvania
Laboratory
Animal Resources
(ULAR) Department
provides regular monitoring of the health and well
being of the animals and 24-hour coverage for any suspected ailment. Daily husbandry
is
provided by employees of ULAR who are trained by veterinary staff.
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4.

To minimize potential discomfort, distress, pain, and injury in the conduct of our research,
the following procedures are followed:
• Each monkey undergoes a surgical procedure to implant a head-holding device, recording
cylinders, and eye coil. This procedure is absolutely necessary to carry out the proposed
experiments.
It is performed in a modern surgical facility administered
by ULAR, using
general anesthesia
and standard, aseptic surgical techniques. Supportive care includes
IVF, core temperature
control,
pulse oximeter,
and expired CO2 monitoring.
In the
postoperative
period, analgesics are administered liberally. We take all possible measures
to minimize any discomfort during surgical convalescence.
• To transfer the monkey from its home cage to the primate chair, we have designed a
system in which the chair attaches directly to the cage, allowing the monkey to pass easily
between them. This system has the advantage of avoiding the pole-and-collar
system that
is often used but has a greater potential for stress to the monkey (e.g., choking) and the
handler (who has to physically control the monkey on the end of the pole). We have found
that the monkey is easily trained to enter and exit the chair.
° Electrophysiological
experiments
involve single or multiple sterile electrodes advanced into
the brain using a microddve attached to the recording cylinder. The electrode is inserted
either directly through the dura mater or through a sterile, stainless steel guide tube that
has been advanced through the dura. Since there are no nociceptive
receptors in the
brain, microelectrodes
cause no pain whatsoever.
However, the dura is richly innervated,
and insertion of any of these small devices probably produces minor pain of less intensity
than that produced by a hypodermic syringe inserted through the skin. Therefore, we apply
lidocaine to the dura for a few minutes before inserting the microelectrodes.
This treatment
eliminates all signs of discomfort.

5.

We use MRI to confirm recording site locations, eliminating the need for histological data.
Therefore, we do not plan to euthanize any of these valuable monkeys during this grant
period. However, if it becomes necessary to euthanize for humane purposes or because of
conversion to virus positive status as defined in the ULAR nonhuman primate quarantine
standard
operating
procedure,
it will be accomplished
by overdose with a barbiturate
euthanasia solution given intravenously
to a sedated animal. This method is consistent with
the recommendations
of the Panel on Euthanasia
of the American
Veterinary
Medical
Association.
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